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‘A machine is a thing. It is on the object side of things. Yet a machine is an
anomalous kind of thing, an object that seems to exceed its objecthood in certain
ways, through its quality of being automatic… Machines do not work for us, and so
a machine is always a kind of substitute for a subject.’ (Connor, 2017, p.50)
Machines are as much imagined as they are technical propositions. Several authors, not
least Giles Deleuze have noted that ‘machines are social before being technical’ (Deleuze,
1988, p.39) and as social objects machines are bound up in the social imaginaries we
create for, through, with and about them.
The nexus of the imaginary, the technical and the non-human have always been
complicated and ever-shifting, riddled with apparent paradoxes. James C. Scott, David
Graeber and others have written extensively on the way that machines reproduce humancentric reductionism; attempting to reduce and simulate natural phenomenon to technical
processes and then reinscribing these simulations on the non-machine world. (Graeber,
2016; Scott, 1998) Conversely, many others show how machines create reflexive
opportunities to reconsider the relationship of the human and non-human through almost
transcendental machine experiences. (Pohflepp, 2016; Levitt, 2018) We imagine them to be
simple tools of ‘innovation,’ testament to human skills of exploiting natural phenomenon
(Singleton, 2014) while simultaneously being rhetorical partners and meaning makers.
(Losh, 2016; Hayles 2019).
These complexities demand a novel perspective on humans, non-humans and machines
which we aim to explore here. However, in seeking to briefly describe some relationships
with imaginary machines and how we imagine our relationships with machines and how
machines shape our imaginations and how machines imagine us and how we mechanise
imagination, we will eschew the never-ending project of rationalising complexity into
technical categories. Instead we turn to the Argentinian surrealist author Jorge Luis Borges,
who, in his his own satire of the absurdity of formal classification wrote (or, claimed to have
discovered) the Celestial Emporium of Benevolent Knowledge, a non-western
categorisation system for animals:
In its remote pages it is written that the animals are divided into: (a) belonging to the
emperor, (b) embalmed, (c) tame, (d) sucking pigs, (e) sirens, (f) fabulous, (g) stray

dogs, (h) included in the present classification, (i) frenzied, (j) innumerable, (k) drawn
with a very fine camelhair brus h, (l) et cetera, (m) having jus t broken the water
pitcher, (n) that from a long way off look like flies . (B orges , 1952)
Our brief review takes thes e categories as a s tarting point for problemetis ing and
poeticis ing pos itions and differences s o that we might eas ier demys tify or dis pel the
as s umed prehis toric relations hip of humans , machines and imagination and s ee them in
novel ways . E ach categoris ation may be us ed as s hort-hand for particular forms of
relations hip in future work. This es s ay as a whole functions as a thing to think with.

Belonging to the Emperor
Where the emancipatory and imaginative potential of machines is foreclosed to service
entrenched power dynamics.
Throughout the 20th century, the machine was conceptualised as a thing of power. The
Italian Futurists wrote their manifesto inspired by the superhuman potential of the machinic
man (invariably a man). Kitschy product demonstrations of kitchen gadgets and cars laud
consumerist tropes; speed, power and efficiency of production and consumption. These
are the driving priorities of ‘innovation'. While – tragically – the word ‘technology,’ once
translatable as ‘knowledge of techniques’ has become synonymous with the nebulous
worlds of gizmology and gadgetry bringing with it a reverence of obfuscated power, secret
knowledge, access and socially-constructed notions of ‘progress’. Things of Belonging to
the Emperor might be described as the resting state of machines and imagination in the
majority of the western-originating cannon. They are unchallenging, uncritical and the nexus
of imagination, humans and machines tend to fit comfortably together in this category.

Belonging to the Emperors are usually bound up in the imagination of individuality and
superhero-like qualities enabled by technology that might enable super-human
achievement or status. When describing the emotional attraction of superheros, the
cartoonist Chris Ware says: ‘When we are weak we wanted to be strong, and when we
were very weak we wanted to be very strong.’ (Ware, 2001) We can maybe extend such
desires to the imagination of the powerful or magical machine. We tell stories of machines
that provide the protagonist (and by extension us) with unequalled powers, an unfair
advantage. The dream of the unfair advantage drives the imagination of Belonging to the
Emperor machines, real and imagined.

Embalmed
Where machines are purely imaginary. There may be physical attempts, representations or
prototypes of them but their functioning is purely imaginary.
We need look no further than the television or cinema to see the world of imaginary
machines in high resolution. The main-streaming of science fiction in the 1990s and the

new-found popularity of s peculative fiction s uch as Black Mirror has put dis cus s ion of the
imaginary machine at the forefront of pop culture dis cus s ion of future technological
innovation. For example, the recurs ive relations hip between s cience fiction and innovation
is apparent in technology media headlines comparing new gadgets to things previous ly
only found in films : ‘S F [S cience fiction] plays an important role in the s haping of des ire –
for change, for progres s , for novelty, for a s ens e of wonder and of dis covery’ (B as s ett,
S teinmueller, & Vos s , 2013) Think here of every headline comparing a new device or
s oftware to s omething from S teven S pielberg’s Minority Report or the apparent fores ight of
S pike J onze’s Her in des cribing the relations hip we might have with Amazon’s Alexa or
Apple’s Siri.

Embalmed things in cinema, televis ion and pop culture often embody foreclos ed s ocial
as pirations of power and control (s ee Belonging to the Emperor) but can often act as
warning tales of potential technologies or even s ugges t new s ocial imaginaries through
imaginary machines (s ee Frenzieds). Additionally, Embalmed can be apocryphal or
charlatan in nature as machines that claim to s erve s ome imaginary technical function but in
fact do not. Here ‘the production of apocryphal technologies is fueled by des ires and
fantas ies that can never be realized’ s uch as mind reading or control, prediction or
divination. (E nns , 2019, p.1) The lineage of charlatan or apocryphal technologies is long and
s toried; from the claimed healing properties of the ‘animal magnetis m’ of Franz Anton
Mes mer to bogus radiation detectors s old after the Fukus hima dis as ter. The continued
res onance of fantas tic imaginary technologies is clearly a notable and relevant branch of
the machine imaginary.
More pres s ingly, it is arguable that the imaginary function of machines are as important as
their technical function. S o while Embalmed might often fail to live up to their technical
claims they occupy prominent pos itions in individual, s cientific and s ocial imagination
making them charis matic figures in the development of new machines and imaginaries .

Tame
Where machines are imagined to be nothing more than tools, devoid of any inherent politics
or social entanglement in their construction or use.
Not much needs to be s aid on this category as nothing can be categoris ed here.

Suckling pigs
Where the non-machine world is read as, reduced and rendered as machinic components
or processes by humans.
Machines are ‘cons tructed things ’ and as s uch are reducible to their parts . This
reductionis m has a tendency to pervade our worldview as it makes s o much s ens e when
dealing with the technological framework of daily s ocial activity. S tephen C onnor s ugges ts

that all human activities are ‘a matter of techne, technique, or technes is ’ and s o are
‘imagined mechanically.’ (C onnor, 2017, p.188) In other words , becaus e all human activities
are inherently technical, humans are incapable of imagining the world in a non-machinic
way; without clas s ifying it, trying to reduce it to components and parts .
As C onnor s ugges ts , we can only imagine the world mechanically. Think, for example, of
the reduction of the ‘natural world’ to a human-impos ed order; the naming of s pecies and
their clas s ification, the reduction of ecologies to machine-like s ys tems of trees and
matrices . This tendency of projecting a mechanical ‘truth’ onto nature through
unders tanding how s ys tems are ‘s uppos ed’ to work is legible in everything from city
planning to cybernetics to s urveillance.
Anthropologis t J ames C . S cott des cribes how this machinic imagining of the natural and
s ocial world drives the powerful to phys ically impres s their machinic imaginings back onto
the world:
The utopian, immanent, and continually frus trated goal of the modern s tate is to
reduce the chaotic, dis orderly, cons tantly changing s ocial reality beneath it to
s omething more clos ely res embling the adminis trative grid of its obs ervations .
(S cott, 1998, p. 82)
S cott’s work particularly focus es on agriculture and fores try des cribing this ‘utopian’ project
of reductionis m in three s tages : Firs tly that the world or field of action (the fores t, the farm,
the city and s o on) is obs erved and meas ured, extracting key data points and variables with
which to work with. S econdly, thes e data points and variables are abs tractly modelled,
whether in a s preads heet databas e, a ‘s mart’ s ys tem or a s imulation in order to optimis e
this ‘machine’ vers ion of reality for the des ired outcome. Finally, once a s ucces s ful model or
s imulation is devis ed the world is remodelled to s uit it. With the eas y acces s ibility of
cheaper s ens ors and s urveillance architectures , more of the world is res haped to fit the
optimal des ign of a piece of s oftware: Airports , s hopping centres , factories and dis tribution
centres are es s entially phys icalis ed s oftware - material repres entations of the way
machines imagine the world where ‘data’ (goods , planes , humans and s o on) are proces s ed
through them. (Kitchin & Dodge, 2011) These and other Suckling Pigs are non-machine
spaces for humans, designed according to a human imagination of machinic worlds that
prioritise command and control in search of machinic efficiency.

Sirens
Where the human world is rendered to prioritise legibility for machines.
Automated farms, shipping container ports, airports, pit mines and other software-driven
landscapes are edge cases of human and software worlds. These are spaces in which
humans and machines move together and as such they bear semblances of legibility and

navigability to both. (Young, 2019) However, increas ingly the world is built in s uch a way
that it is s till perceptible to humans but illegible to them. To draw an example that is parallel
with J ames C . S cott’s work on indus trial fores ts replanted to prioritis e yield for human
cons umption – a S uckling P ig, we are already beginning to s ee fores ts replanted to
prioritis e elctro-magnetic propagation. (Manaugh, 2019) Thes e fores ts , bas ed on s cience
s howing the electro-magnetic permeability of different s pecies and ideal arrangement and
heights , s ervice a phys ical phenomenon imperceptible to humans and which we can only
imagine through the way it ins tantiates in the phys ical world.
There are eas ier examples of human-made worlds for machines : A library of books has a
s ys tem for both humans and machines to be able to navigate it: The Dewey decimal s ys tem
allows machines to quickly reference and retrieve items us ing a s ys tem that carries little
inherent meaning for mos t humans without reference to the index. Meanwhile the
alphabetical and s ubject-bas ed organis ation will allow mos t humans to find their way to
their des ired item by act of cros s -referencing.
B y comparis on, Amazon’s warehous es or ‘fulfilment centres ’ are almos t completely
automated and are organis ed randomly; the mos t efficient means of rapid s torage and
retrieval for a machine. (B araniuk, 2015) Here, new goods come in the front and are s tored
in no particular order. The databas e managing the warehous e can identify the precis e
location of each object by a mix of G P S and bar codes but there is no human ‘s ens e’ to the
order. The imagination at play is completely that of the databas e. The organis ation and
dis tribution of objects in thes e s paces follows the machinic logics and s o can often appear
pos s es s ed by an ‘other’ intelligence.

Fabulous
Where machines exhibit sublime properties that fuel human imagination.
An often untapped power of machines lies in their ability to broaden the social, spiritual and
cultural potential of those who interact with them, with their enchantment of the individual
or the society with new possibilities. Anthropologist Alfred Gell describes how mastery of
tools and technologies ‘enchant’ society, projecting power but also a quasi-spiritual and
sublime appreciation of non-human artifice. (Gell, 1992) In new artificial intelligence
technologies such as machine learning, we find ourselves marvelling at machines again as
they appear to exceed humans with ‘processes that are congenitally alien to us—those that
are too vast, too distributed or too transtemporal.’ (Pohflepp, 2016, p.10)
There is a sublime Lovecraftian sense presented in the contemporary situation in which ‘a
computer learns and consequently builds its own representation of a classification decision,
it does so without regard for human comprehension.’ (Burrell, 2016, p.10) Unlike Stray Dogs
this is less because the functioning of the machine is technically obfuscated, forcing us to
imagine causality (see also Having just broke the water pitcher) but because the very being
of a machine itself exceeds human perceptibility. This in turn extends and fuels our own

imagination of things previous ly unimaginable. Deborah Levitt encourages us to us e this
imaginative opportunity to engage the new technical affordances of new machines of
s imulation and creativity to dis s olve the regime of repres entation and reality bes t embodied
by Suckling pigs. (Levitt, 2018, p.121).
Here we find a great opportunity for ‘art.’ Projects like Jimmy Loizeau and James Auger’s
Ripple Counter – part of their ‘Sublime Gadgets’ series (Auger & Loizeau, 2012) – explore
alternative ways that machines might be with us. In this project a floating device simply
counts ripple moving across the water’s surface. Nearby a counter with twenty-four digits
ticks over towards a septillion, a number that will never be reached. The series uses a
playful humour and larger-than-human perspective to playfully draws on philosopher
Joseph Addison’s notions of the ‘Pleasures of The Imagination’ in an attempt to denormalise technologies and explore how they might go beyond or outside the human,
revealing to us new perspectives in the sublime. The Slow Inevitable Death of American
Muscle by Jonathan Schipper shows us a car crash in excruciating slow motion, teasing the
audience with the juxtaposition of power and speed embodied in the powerful American
muscle car machines and the imperceptible slowness of the crash spectacle happening
over days or even weeks, de-spectaclising the trope of the car, the car crash and the
explosive speed of machines. Finally the works of Ryoji Ikeda draws the human into a
Lovecraftian tale of the profound otherness of the titanic oceans of data produced and
disseminated by automated systems. Flashes, explosions, roars of light and sound sweep
across enormous spaces without care for human interpretation or presense.
As opposed to Embalmed , Fabulous do not claim to perform utilitarian technical functions
and exist purely to extend the spiritual and aesthetic experience of being human in the
presence of machines. These Fabulous works and many others like them bring the human
under the auspice of the machinic phylum without regard for human ambition, use or
purpose and most often beyond the perception of the human senses into the pure
otherness of machines.

Stray Dogs
Where humans may struggle to imagine causality or technical function in/of a machine due
to their inscrutability. This may give it the appearance of exceeding machine-ness. (aka Wild
Machines)
In his book How are Things? A Philosophical Experiment , (Droit, 2003) Roger-Pol Droit
describes being overwhelmed by things, by ‘folded propositions. Or the folds of ancient
and vanished phrases. Or the solid residue of extinct words’ (Droit, 2003, p.11). He asks
himself ‘How are things?’ and answers the question himself as an informed imagination:
‘The freezer is a machine of secrets. It belongs to the family of thing-enigmas, which
perplex us and which we approach with hesitation: the sense of a surface, of volume
of a door, of an interior which can be accessed. All of which tells us next to nothing.

Things of this kind are self-enclos ed, keeping their couns el. B oxes containing
mys teries . We become us ed to them, we draw our own conclus ions , but we never
really dis cover how they work.’ (Droit, 2003, p.115)
S tephen C onnor put forward the notion that imagination and machines are inextricably
linked becaus e machines s eem to exceed their object-nes s . They can perform tas ks and
actions that exceed expectations and thus create new imaginary potentials . Maelzel’s
C hes s P layer, alternately called the ‘Automaton’, or the ‘Mechanical Turk’ was an
apparently autonomous ches s playing machine cons tructed by Wolfgang von K empelen in
1770 which was toured around the courts of E urope for almos t fifty years by J ohann
Nepomuk Mälzel, a B avarian mus ician. The machine was an as tounding technical marvel,
able to beat human opponents s uch as Maria Theres a and Napoleon I with one
commentator des cribing how ‘no exhibition of the kind has ever elicited s o general attention
as the C hes s -P layer of Maelzel.’ (P oe, 1836) This reviewer, E dgar Allen P oe – like others –
s us pected the machine to be a trick but nonetheles s commented that the C hes s P layer was
s o as tounding a machine precis ely becaus e it behaved in a non-machine-like way:
‘[A machine’s ] movements , however complex, are never imagined to be otherwis e
than finite and determinate. B ut the cas e is widely different with the C hes s -P layer.
With him there is no determinate progres s ion. No one move in ches s neces s arily
follows upon any one other.’ (P oe, 1836)
The non-machine-nes s of the C hes s P layer fuelled the public imagination precis ely becaus e
it exceeded the definition of machine. C ons equently dozens of explanations aros e for its
functioning, s ome being clos er to correct; that the mechanis m cleverly concealed a human
player directing the machine’s movements , and s ome bordering on the s upernatural; that it
was haunted by the ghos t of a P rus s ian mercenary. R eports of ins crutable Stray Dogs exist
in the European canon as far back as 807 when the court of Charlemagne received the gift
of a mechanical clock from the caliph of Baghdad and continued to fascinate the European
world with notions of ‘old-world magic’ for a thousand years. (Truitt, n.d.) However, the
Mechanical Turk bears particular weight over the imagination of machines. This is
evidenced by the contemporary Amazon’s Mechanical Turk Stray Dog. Here, the
inscrutable machine (Amazon) disguises (without apparent irony) a technical functioning
that is in fact exploitative human labour.

Included in this present categorisation
Extending from the machinery that produces pasta, plastic buckets, statistics and sound, we
find that we consider most things ‘machines’. The machine-nes of eating, thinking, and
paying attention is directly related to a vague notion of systems. One adds something, and
another something is returned. One follows a procedure and a procedure is returned. An
action is performed or imagined and something is returned. It is this rhythm of doing and
being done that allows the ‘Included in this present categorisation’ category to expand. The
category is only defined by its boundary: that which was not included.

The world-as -trans actional-machine lets us s ee the material differently, or rather thinking
like a machine makes us look at a field of flax and thinking of fabric, thread, (and mues li).
The machine might work by turning a material into another. The flax is ultimately turned into
linen and we will look at it and think of thread counts , patterns and moments of us e. In this
way the machine has turned a field of gras s into a material ready for our us e and mis us e,
and it is this turning of material that gives s uch a machine its identity and power. B y turning
a material into s omething els e we engage in the machine magic of material trans formations .

Frenzied
Where machines propagate new imaginaries.
* This may be read as a oppositional categorisation to Things Belonging to The Emperor in
the sense that Frenzied necessarily challenges status-quo imaginaries and acts against
imaginary foreclosure. Further research is needed to study machines or imaginings that may
cross both categories, perhaps necessitating a new category.
Machines also come with imaginable futures attached to them; from Gutenberg's Press and
the Protestant revolutions to the car and the 20th century version of freedom. Machines are
entangled and drawn up in the social imagination of what our world is and what we want
from it. At the individual level, the latest gadget or gizmo comes not with a technical
specification but a set of promises and visions of what life will be like once one holds it, put
it in one’s pocket and use it.
These become most revealed in deviant edge cases, where machines serve new purposes
or are adapted. Here we find the site of Jugaad innovation; the reclaiming of machines for
new purposes as well as hacking, exploitation and deviant misuse. In the video game
subculture of speedrunning for example the game is read as a digital architecture through
which new games can be created using glitches and inconsistencies in the design to
deceive the developers’ intended purposes. This playful approach to the machines of the
game relies on a canny understanding of its affordances and limitations only discovered
through experimentation. More sinisterly, the use of the burgeoning Internet of Things
ecosystem as a base from which to launch DDoS and ransomware attacks has shown how
the technical attributes of machines will always allow for those who wish to exploit them.
The Frenzied machine buzzes with the promise and potential of itself, but it is a broken
promise, reminiscent of the broken promise of the souvenir, that promises a connection
that it cannot deliver (Stewart 1993). The Frenzied machine is frantically insistent on
continuing this non-delivery, as a culturally complex DoS attack, ready to be subverted to
the purposes of art and harassment.

Innumerable
Those machines and imaganings we have forgotten.

Alfred G ell des cribes technology as made of three things : The s um of the ‘artefacts which
are employed as tools … the knowledge which makes pos s ible the invention, making and
us e of tools [and] the networks of s ocial relations hips which… provide the neces s ary
conditions ’ for their us e. (G ell, 1988, p.6) In other words a machine is dependent on its
dis crete exis tence, the knowledge of its us e and the social necessity of its use. Innumerable
are the machines that have fallen out of knowledge, necessity or existence and become
forgotten. Certainly too many to recount here.

Drawn with a very fine camelhair brush
Where machines render imagined things.
Equally, machines shape how we imagine. The growth of computer generated image
technology and attendant platforms like virtual, augmented, extended and mixed reality
have allowed us to visualise and share imagination in new ways. Here we find the dreams of
simulation and holography, the ‘Holodeck’ of Star Trek and the Deep Fake. These machines
imagine worlds for the human senses. However, in doing so they shape those worlds in
accordance with their software predispositions. As Alan Warburton points out: ‘Computer
scientists incrementally created a library of simulated phenomena [and] software
companies packaged these tools together into multi-purpose 3D animation programs.
These creative suites naturally prioritise certain tasks and outputs. They ship with presets
for lights, objects, motions, bodies and materials.’ (Warburton, 2019)
The machines used to construct visions of the future whether concept products, renderings
of future developments, science-fiction cinema or data visualisation increasingly rely on
standardised software packages with standardised templates. As a consequence,
imagination of the world and the future becomes limited and predescribed, homogenised
by the software used to envision it. As Joel McKim suggests: ‘memory is becoming
increasingly homogenized through both the conditioning or standardization of usergenerated material and the perpetual re-circulation of a relatively small (and increasingly
commercial, rather than amateur) pool of available content.’ (McKim, 2017, p. 291)
The power of Drawn with a very fine camelhair brush is in the excellence and fidelity of their
production of imagination: The advances in real-time photorealism, facial recognition,
machine vision and deep learning that have enabled more and more granular simulation of
natural phenomena. As a consequence, they can be used for disinformation or exploitation:
‘Computational propaganda has become a normal part of the digital public sphere...These
techniques will also continue to evolve as new technologies ... are poised to fundamentally
reshape society and politics.’ (Stubbs, 2019) Recent elections have seen the proliferation of
doctored video and deep fakes to sway political opinion, often drawing on and confirming
what a viewer already imagines to be true.

Et cetera
All the things not included in the ‘ Included in this present categorisation‘ category. Also
known as ‘the rest’.
Taken out of any sensible or coherent context, a well worn Whitehead quote reads: ‘A

traveller who has lost his way should not ask where am I, what he wants to know is, where
are the other places.’ (Whitehead) Et cetera are these other places. In a world of machines,
we may find ourselves looking for the not-machines, that which is left-over or material not
yet constructed into machines. We may consider Et cetera the category for material in what
Annie Albers would call its original form: unconstructed and unprocessed (Albers, 1937).

Having just broken the water pitcher
Where previously unimagined machines or uses of machines may emerge serendipitously.
Maybe.
While imagining future technologies through the notions of machine-ness might be strongly
influenced by what we already imagine to be possible (see Belonging to the Emperor),
sometimes machines defy our imagination. Here, they can become alternately alienating or
inspiring. We are shocked and displaced when machines behave in ways we could not
previously imagine. Popular media is replete with stories of technology behaving in new or
unexpected ways, whether by design or accident. With an increasing amount of ‘smart’
things in the world, we are increasingly facing unexpected surprises in how we imagine our
life with these things to be. The story of the smart lock that would occasionally not lock due
to a bug (Brown, 2014) or Amazon Echos laughing maniacally on their own (ITV, 2018)
indicate a world of perceived autonomy beyond our imagination.
These happenings often drive us to imagine supernatural explanations for machines that
are already presented as somewhat magical. Further to this, the black boxing of these
technologies in their complexity and legal and technical abstraction forces us to dig for
primal explanations of their functioning and glitching. (Revell & Kane, n.d.) William Stahl in
Venerating the Black Box draws on the similarities in the narratives of power around
technology and the occult that lead to 36% of TIME magazine articles about the PC
referring to it and its creators in terms of the occult. In his work he demonstrates how magic
and technology are entwined in the pursuit of power with the resulting superhero fantasies
that pervade the media reporting on machines.
This magical attribution falls on an apparent lack of perceptible causality in the operation of
machines and their inscrutability (see Stray Dogs). In our need to imagine the functioning of
these machines we will often create new imaginaries or ideas that propagate ad infinitum to
create new machines and imaginations. Apophenia, or the tendency to connect unrelated
things in the imagination can, in fact lead to imagination. Hito Steyerl writes that ‘apophenia
happens when narrative breaks down and causality has to be recognized— or invented—

across a cacophony of spam, spin, fake, and gadget chatter.’ (Steyerl, 2018, p.5) Here,
apophenia res ults in invention; creating new, previous ly unimaginable meanings through
accident as when the mes s y outcome of an over-trained neural network ‘reveals its hardwired ideologies and preferences .’ (S teyerl, 2018, p.10)

That from a long way off look like flies
Where machines become props, tools or partners in imagining new worlds.
The relationship between the machine and the imaginary is recursive. For example, the car
enables us to imagine the flying car, the electric car, the autonomous car and others. In this
way. new machines are prefigured by the imagination of the previous machines. Without the
first car, the autonomous car would have been unimaginable. Broadly speaking we imagine
new machines with the machines we have and the machines we have define the things we
imagine. To misquote and paraphrase; we imagine our machines, thereafter, they imagine

us.
As opposed to Embalmed that are only even imaginary in existence or function, That from a
long way off look like flies cross the imaginary/real divide. They are speculations and distant
proposals for new machines and imaginations. They promise new futures and better
worlds. One might find an iPad and consider its similarity to the devices proposed in 2001:
A Space Odyssey or the marvel at how the countdown clock of Fritz Lang’s Woman on the
Moon became a central motif of space flight. These machines usher in nascent realities as
portals on the edge of the imagination and reality.
From here, That from a long way off look like flies might progress into other categories,
passing out of reality and into the purely imaginary as Embalmed. Or they might find
serendipitous use as having just broken the water pitcher. Or exceed human perception as

Fabulous.
We have tried to describe a world of imagined and actual machines. The machine-ness of
our surroundings is both a description of the fascination and horror with that which we do
not understand or are barred from touching, and an extension of a perception of everyday
life as procedural and sometimes barely functional. We approach each machine with a
whispered curse or plea: please work, please don’t harm me, please respond. We are
deeply emotionally bound to the success of these encounters, we modify what we want to
what the machine can do, and we cover for its errors. Entire careers are given over to the
cleaning up of the mess from the machines.
The absurdity of categorising the entangled worlds of humans and machines and their coimaginative potential should by now be absolutely apparent. Humans are technopolitical
beings and construct machines into their social imagination. In attempting to categorise
them we draw attention to a paradox that would have pleased Borges: No matter how
absurd the categorisation we are providing proof of its validity by reflexively imagining with

machines in the mere acts of researching, recalling, writing, editing, talking about and
reading this very chapter.
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